ABSTRACT In image-centric social networks, such as Instagram and Pinterest, users tend to share photos with several tags. These tags describe the content of the image or provide additional contextual information, and therefore may not be necessarily tied to image content and usually carry personal preference. Annotating images in social networks in a personalized manner is in demand. However, the existing image annotation models, which rely only on image content information, cannot capture the user's tagging preference. In this paper, we propose a deep architecture for personalized image annotation by leveraging the wealth of information in user's tagging history. The proposed architecture consists of three components: two components for learning features of the image content and user's history tags and the other one for combining the two learned features to predict the tags. We also explore two ways to model user's history tags: 1) simply average the embeddings of user's history tags and 2) model user's history tags with a sequence model by long short-term memory recurrent neural network. We evaluate our proposed deep architecture on a large-scale and realistic data set, consisting of ∼22.8 million public images uploaded by ∼4.69 million users. Experimental results show that our proposed deep architecture is effective on a personalized image annotation task.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of social media and the wide spread of mobile devices, an increasing number of images are uploaded to online social networks. Figure 1 shows several image posts on nice, 1 which is a mobile photo-sharing application and service from China. These images are usually tagged with several words, which are important for both users and social networks companies. Users can utilize the tags to describe the objects in the image, show their locations or express the feelings. By analyzing the tags, companies can organize and index images easily, and connect users who always tag the same words. Therefore, automatic image annotationgenerate relevant tags for images -is an important task in social networks.
Automatic image annotation is an active subject of research [1] - [4] . Though pure image content based methods have achieved effective performance on image annotation problem, there are still existing two obvious flaws in the face of social image annotation task since they rely only on visual content. Firstly, a wide variety of tags are not necessarily tied to particular image content and can not be predicted simply by the image content. Secondly, different users have different biases of the kind of words they choose to tag. Methods without using user information can not capture user's tagging preference.
To address these problems, most prior work utilized social network metadata, such as user's age, gender, city [5] , location and time of photographing [6] , [7] and communitycurated groups to which an image belongs [8] , to improve social image understanding. These methods are mainly able to predict the tags which are not necessarily tied to image content through introducing two kinds of social network metadata: one is image metadata which provides additional information of image; the other is user metadata which captures user's tagging preference.
Although these studies have achieved promising social image annotation results, they are still insufficient to capture user's tagging preference. Therefore, some studies [9] - [11] have been conducted towards personalized automated image annotation by learning from user's tagging history. They argue that the words that one user has tagged are more effective to reflect the user's tagging preference than the profile information (age, gender, etc.). For example, as shown in Figure 1 , some users tend to tag sky as "beautiful sky" while others tag it with "blue sky". It's almost impossible to recommend "beautiful sky" for a given image uploaded by the former users depend on their profile information. However, we can learn that users whose history tags contain "beautiful sky" prefer to tag a sky image with word "beautiful sky". Therefore, user's history tags can provide effective personalized information.
In this work, we propose a deep architecture to integrate user's tagging history with image content feature for personalized automated image annotation. The proposed architecture is comprised of three components: two components for learning the image content features and user's history tags features, the other one for combining the two learnt features to predict the tags. We also explore two possible methods to model the user's history tags: one just extracts the bag of words embedding features of user's history tags; and the other treats user's history tags as a sequence data, therefore models user's history tags with a Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN). In comparison with existing work involving user's history tags, the proposed architecture has the following advantages. First of all, it uses a deep architecture, which can be trained in end-to-end, to tackle the personalized image annotation task. Secondly, the architecture models user's history tags better than previous architectures by considering the order of history tags. Finally, the architecture is trained on a realistic and large scale data set which is much bigger as compared to other publicly available datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that the effectiveness of our proposed architecture.
In the remainder of this paper, we first briefly give an overview of the related image annotation research in Section II. Next, the details of our learning architecture and its training algorithm are described in Section III. Then, Section IV describes the experimental results on a large scale data set. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of automatic image annotation has long been studied in computer vision. In general, the previous works have defined three main strategies. The first strategy involves learning a generative model of the joint space of image features and tags, see e.g. topic model based models [12] , [13] and deep learning based models [14] . To annotate a new image, these models sampled words that have high probability computed by conditional distribution over tags given the image features. The second strategy focuses mostly on learning classifiers to map image features to tags directly, and models using this strategy are called discriminative models. Cusano et al. [15] and Grangier and Bengio [16] used SVM and Ranking SVM to learning the mapping from image features to tags respectively. Gong et al. [17] and [18] also treat image annotation as classification task, but learn a convolutional neural network to map image pixels to tags. The third strategy involves nearest neighbor search-based approaches.
Such approaches include both nonparametric models and parametric models. The former often used voting to transfer labels between visually similar images [19] , [20] and the later used learnable metrics and weighted voting schemes [21] , [22] . To improve the performance with deep learning methods, Kiros and Szepesvári [23] combined deep learning features and the nearest-neighbor type method proposed in [21] to obtain the effective image annotation results. Our proposed models adopt the same loss function as that in [18] , therefore belong to the discriminative models.
Despite these approaches have shown good results, but are limited because they ignore the role of social network metadata. Therefore, several studies incorporated social media metadata into image annotation. In [6] the authors explore the role of the photo location in the social image tagging process. McAuley and Leskovec [8] utilized several types of metadata, including the groups of each image, the comment thread associated with the image, and the uploader's information, to build a relational model for image classification. Johnson et al. [24] used image metadata to generate neighborhoods of images and then took advantage of the neighborhoods to improve multilabel image annotation. Denton et al. [5] proposed three embedding based models, which combined user metadata (age, gender, home city, country) and image features extracted from a convolutional neural network to perform image tags prediction. Recently, Rawat and Kankanhalli [7] combined the image visual content and its current context (time and geo-coordinates) for image annotation using a deep neural network. This work is similar to ours in that the architecture used a deep neural network to combine inputs from two different domains.
As mentioned in Section I, user's profile information is insufficient to capture the user's tagging preference. Some previous methods incorporate user's history tags into image annotation process. Sawant et al. [9] were the first to leverage user's history tags for building personalized annotation models. They just combined user's history tags and tags predicted from a image content based annotation system in a Naïve Bayes formulation. Also combined with user's history tags and image content information, in [10] , the authors used a different combination method, named cross-entropy method. And Ni et al. [11] first extracted two sets of candidate annotations from image content and user's tagging history, and then considered user's history images to reduce the noise. Finally, they utilized a reinforcement learning based method to combine the two candidate annotation sets. We also took advantage of the user's tagging history information to enhance the ability to personalize the image annotation. However, our work differs in that we use deep architecture based methods of incorporating user's history tags into image annotation. Very recently, Park et al. [25] proposed a deep neural network to perform the personalized image captioning and tagging task, but did not consider the order of history tags like our work.
FIGURE 2.
The structure of the proposed architecture. Firstly, the given image and its uploader's previous T annotation results are fed into ConvNet and TagNet respectively. The tags in each dashed box corresponds one annotation result, which refers to the tags of one image post. Then the outputs of ConvNet and TagNet are transformed and concatenated into a wide layer, followed by a fully connected layer. Finally, a softmax layer produces a class distribution to predict the tags of given image.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. ARCHITECTURE
The overall structure of our proposed architecture for personalized image annotation is illustrated in Figure 2 . Evidently, the architecture consists of three components: two components, ConvNet and TagNet, for modeling the image and user's history tags respectively; and the other one for combining the outputs of the two components to predict the tags of the image. The details of the three components are described in the following.
1) CONVNET
For the first component we focus on modeling the raw image. A convolutional neural network(ConvNet), which has the similar network configure with AlexNet [26] , is adopted here for learning the image features. The ConvNet produces image features of dimensionality n=4096 from the fully connected (fc7) layer of AlexNet.
2) TAGNET
For the second component we propose two TagNets to model the user's history tags. The first one is named BOW TagNet since it simply learns average embeddings of the user's history tags and ignores the order of history tags. The other one is named LSTM TagNet since it uses the sequence model LSTM-RNN to model the order of history tags. We now describe the two models in detail. BOW TAGNET Inspired by word embedding models [27] , in the firstTagNet, we learn high dimensional embeddings for each history tag in a fixed vocabulary and feed these embeddings into a feedforward neural network. The general network architecture is shown in Figure 3 . Firstly, each history tag is mapped to a dense vector representation via the embeddings. Then, we averaged the embeddings to map a variable-length representation to a fixed-size dense inputs.
Formally, for a given image and its uploader, consider the previous T images the user has uploaded and each image is tagged with several tags. Let q i (t) ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} to denote the i th tag for the t th image. Let n (t) to denote the number of tags for the t th image. The history tags descriptor q can be computed as:
where V ∈ R Q×d is the history tags embedding matrix and
LSTM TAGNET The second TagNet provides a more sophisticated method of modeling user's tagging history to capture the ever-changing tagging preference of users. Intuitively, the most recent tags used by the user have a greater impact on the current tagging result. As illustrated in Figure 4 , this TagNet is composed of a single LSTM layer followed by an average pooling. Firstly, the representation h (t) of history tags at time t th is calculated by averaging the embeddings of the tags. Thus from an input sequence h (1) , h (2) , ..., h (T ) , the memory cells in the LSTM layer will produce a representation sequence r (1) , r (2) , ..., r (T ) . This representation sequence is then averaged over all time steps resulting in representation q.
Formally, the history tags descriptor q in this architecture can be defined as follows:
where the meanings of the symbols are the same as in Eq.(1).
3) COMBINATION
The last component involves the combination of image feature and user's history tags feature to predict the image tags. Formally, let p ∈ R n be the output of ConvNet, q ∈ R m be the output of TagNet. The output of this component can then just be computed as:
where f and g are fully connected networks, the commas represent row vector concatenation, and MLP is multi-layer fully connected network. The outputs of ConvNet and TagNet are first transformed by f and g respectively, then the transformed output is concatenated into a wide layer, followed by one fully connected layer.
B. TRAINING
The learning process of the proposed architecture consists of two stages: the first stage learns the initial parameters of ConvNet on a relatively "clean" dataset collected from nice, and the second stage learns all the parameters of the architecture. The first stage involves pre-training the ConvNet. A number of studies [28] - [30] leveraged a supervised convolutional network trained on ImageNet dataset as the image feature extractor. We found that the image features extracted by ConvNet trained on ImageNet could not represent the content of the social images well experimentally. Therefore we trained our own ConvNet on more than 1.5 million images from nice. The ConvNet was trained to classify thousands different concepts which span multiple categories such as Person, Food, Animals, Fashion, Scenes, Cars, etc.
The second stage involves learning the whole architecture. Since an image may be associated with multiple tags, image annotation is a multi-label classification task. Follow [18] , we use the multi-class logistic loss minimizes the negative sum of the log-probabilities over all positive tags. We minimize the loss with stochastic gradient descent with the AdaGrad algorithm [31] on batches of size 128. Weights of ConvNet are initialized from the pre-trained network in the first stage, and the other weights are initialized randomly. The details of parameter setting will be described in Section IV. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET
We train our models on a large scale dataset collected from nice. The dataset is split into three subsets with time-order: images uploaded from t 1 to t 2 as training set, images uploaded from t 2 to t 3 as validation set and test set, where t 1 < t 2 < t 3 . The tags were selected to have at least 500, 40, 40 images per tag in training, validation, test set, respectively. We also removed meaningless and spam tags to reduce the noise. Thus the label vocabulary contains 7963 high quality tags, and the mean number of tags per image is 1.15.
The distribution of tags in the dataset is far from uniform: much of its probability mass is accounted for by a few tags. To avoid these tags dominate the learning process, we restrict that every tag in training set has at most 12000 images. Moreover, to create a balanced version of the dataset, we follow [18] and sample images uniformly per tag. Specifically, we pick a tag randomly from the 7963 high quality tags and select a random image associated with that tag as a positive sample. All the other tags are considered negative for the corresponding image, even tags that are also associated with that image. Our experimental results show that this procedure works well although it introduces noise to the learning process. This conclusion is also illustrated in [18] . For balanced evaluation, we also restrict that each tag in validation and test set has just 40 images. Finally, we get a dataset consisting of ∼22.8 million public images uploaded by ∼4.69 million users.
There are two strategies to determine the history tags vocabulary: one uses the label vocabulary with 7963 high quality tags as the history tags vocabulary; the other one doesn't consider the quality of tags, thus uses a bigger vocabulary with about 400 thousand tags in our case. In preliminary experiments, we tried both strategies using our proposed deep architecture with BOW TagNet. We found that the former strategy shown better performance and faster training speed than the latter strategy. In our models, visual features provide information to determine the image content which can be annotated with several similar tags, and user's history tags provide the personalized information to decide which tag the user prefers among these similar tags. Those user's history tags that are not in the label vocabulary are almost helpless and may introduce noise to predict the tags in the label vocabulary. Therefore, we adopt the first strategy, which uses label vocabulary as the history tags vocabulary, to prepare user's history tags inputs in our dataset.
B. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The dimension of user's history tags embeddings is set to 128. We employ rectified linear units as activation functions for the fully connected layers before the concatenation layer and each of the layer has 128 hidden units. Therefore, the concatenation layer has 256 hidden units. The last fully connected layer with softmax activation function has the same number of hidden units as the size of label vocabulary. In all experiments, we employ a learning rate of 0.001 for the layers in pre-trained ConvNet and a learning rate of 0.1 for the other layers. The iterations of all models are determined by the validation set.
C. RESULTS
We compared our models against the model that only utilizes image information. Comparison to this baseline quantifies the gains achieved by adding information from history tags. We also show the results of the models that only make use of user's history tags information. These results can show the role of user's history tags. For all models involving user's history tags, we vary T, the number of recent user's history annotation results to understand its effect on performance. Since we have turned the image annotation problem into image classification problem, and the mean number of tags per image is very close to 1, we evaluated the models with the most popular classification metric: Precision@k. For the purpose of description, we denote the model rely only on image information as image-only model, the two models rely only on user's history tags as history-tags-only models, the two models with both image and history tags information as multi-modal models. Table 1 presents the results of all models under three metrics with different values for k. We can make the following observations from the results.
Firstly, both the image-only model and the history-tagsonly models achieve effective results. Taking T = 5 for an example, under the metric P@1, the image-only model get 9.54% and the BOW TagNet and the LSTM TagNet get 8.14%, 10.5% respectively. These models get a much higher precision than random guess of 0.013%. These results show that both image and user's history tags can provide useful information for personalized image annotation.
Secondly, among the three baseline models, for any value of T , the image-only baseline significantly outperforms the two history-tags-only baselines under the two metrics: P@5 and P@10, but performs worse than LSTM TagNet under the metric P@1. Moreover, the gap between P@5 and P@1 of the image-only model is much larger than that of all other models. This is mainly caused by two cases.
The first case is that the image-only model has accurately predicted the content of image, but can not determine which tags are used to annotate the image. As shown in Figure 5 , "(cole flower fields) 2 " , "(sea of cole flowers)" , "(cole flowers)" and "(blossoming cole flowers)" are the four tags that describe the first image appropriately. The image-only model has recognized "cole flowers" correctly, but can not determine which tag is most likely to be used. The second example shows the same fact. 2 The tags in brackets mean that they are in Chinese originally. The second case is that the image-only model can not capture the specific content of image, but can give some relatively reasonable guess based on the general understanding of image content. As shown in Figure 5 , for the rightmost image, the image-only model is not able to predict the motorcycle brand accurately, but has captured that the image is related to motorcycles, thus predicts five motorcycle brands in the first five positions.
In both cases, the ground-truth tags are often not ranked in the first position accurately, but are likely to be ranked in the first five positions. To sum up, the image information can provide effective information to understand the semantic information of image, but can not determine the tags to be used accurately.
Returning to Table 1 , we observe that the two multi-modal models give significant gains over the other models. Taking T = 5 as an example, compared with the best results achieved by the three baseline models, the best multi-modal model improves 50.2% on P@1, 27.5% on P@5 and 21.7% on P@10. Figure 6 shows two examples for the comparison of the image-only model and the two multi-modal models. In the first example, the ground-truth tags are "cappuccino" and "(latte art)". All the top five tags predicted by the image-only model are related to cappuccino or coffee. However, only the fourth tag is in the ground-truth tags. By contrast, the two multi-modal models capture that the users whose history tags contain "cappuccino" and "(latte art)" prefer to use these two tags to describe cappuccino. Therefore, the two tags are in the top three positions of results predicted by the two multimodal models. In the second example, the ground-truth tag is a clothing brand, "visvim". The image-only model is able to recognize that the image is related to shoes, thus gives four tags related to shoes in the top five predictions: two shoe brands, "buscemi" and "timberlan", and two general tags about shoes, "(sneakers lover)" and "(fashion shoes lover)". However, no tags are in the ground-truth tags. The two multimodal models learn that the users whose history tags contain "visvim" and don't contain other shoe tags prefer to use "visvim" instead of general shoe tags to describe the shoes. As a consequence, the first prediction of the two multi-modal models is the ground-truth tag. To sum up, the multi-modal models can take advantage of user's history tags to learn user's tagging preference and ultimately improve the image annotation performance.
We also find that the models involving LSTM TagNet perform better than the models involving BOW TagNet from Table 1 . Taking T = 5 as an example, compared with BOW TagNet, LSTM TagNet improves 29% on P@1, 24.4% on P@5, 19.7% on P@10, and compared with BOW TagNet+Image, LSTM TagNet+image improves 13.4% on P@1, 6.9% on P@5, 5.4% on P@10. Moreover, the models involving BOW TagNet perform worse as the number of history annotation results, T , increases, and the models involving LSTM TagNet show a relatively stable performance with T changes. This indicates that the importance of considering the order of user's history tags. The user's tagging history is a sequence data, which is better modeled with LSTM TagNet than BOW TagNet. The advantage of the models involving LSTM TagNet over the models involving BOW TagNet is that LSTM TagNet can model the fact that the recent history tags have a greater impact on the tagging result. However, all the user's history tags make the equal contribution to model tagging personalization in the BOW TagNet based models.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, a deep architecture for personalized image annotation is presented. This architecture incorporates user's history tags into image annotation process to capture user's tagging preference. We also present two structures to model user's history tags: BOW TagNet and LSTM TagNet. The difference is that the former doesn't consider the order of user's history tags and the latter does. In order to evaluate the performance of our models, we create a large scale and realist dataset. Experiments results show that our proposed deep architecture is effective on personalized image annotation task with aid of user's history tags information and the model combine LSTM TagNet and Image ConvNet perform best among several models. 
